
Considering that the recent post regarding Khalid Yassin's comments on Syria was in the form of a 

poem and thus did not respond to the specific points raised in his talk but rather to the general 

message of what he said, I feel it would be best to respond to his comments in a more ordered and 

concise manner lest (de peur de) anybody misunderstand the reason for the objections to his 

comments. 

 

The following is an analysis of his comments and why I and others object to them. We hope that this 

will make it clearer for anyone who is confused about the matter or thinks that Khalid has been 

misquoted (to misquote : déformer les propos de) or misunderstood. 

 

Statement 1 - "Young Muslim brothers wanna pack their bags and go to Syria to fight - They didn't 

make Hajj yet but they wanna make Jee-had" 

 

This comment seems to suggest that Hajj is a prerequisite for Jihad which is not correct. In fact many 

great Mujahidin from the past did not perform Hajj because they responded to the call of Jihad. One 

of the most famous of those is Salahuddin Al-Ayyubi who never performed Hajj. To suggest that a 

Muslim is wrong in going to Syria to fight solely because he has not gone for Hajj is absolutely 

incorrect. 

 

Ibn 'Umar stated - "One journey in Jihad is better than 50 journeys to perform Hajj." 

 

Further (de plus) to this it must be known that even the Messenger of Allah did not perform Hajj until 

the final year of his life, yet fought in Jihad for many years before it, meaning that even the 

Messenger of Allah fought in Jihad before going for Hajj! How then can anyone dare (oser) to claim 

that Hajj is better than Jihad or must be performed before going for Jihad? 

 

Statement 2 - Speaking about a Muslim who reads about the Jihad online and then decides to go for 

Jihad, "So the one that guided him was Shaykh Google, or Shaykh YouTube, or Shaykh Facebook" 

 

If a Muslim goes for Jihad then we say that Allah has guided him. Khalid Yassin instead prefers to 

belittle (rabaisser) him and try to suggest that he was guided by other than Allah. The irony of course 

is that Khalid Yassin himself preaches on Facebook and YouTube yet tries to make it seem that 

anything found online is a misguidance. He proves at least that yes, some of what you find on 

YouTube is misguidance, specifically his video. 

 

As for the scholars of the Ummah, the vast majority have called for Jihad in Syria. So when they 

respond, they are not responding to 'Shaykh Google' but rather are responding to the commands of 

our great scholars. Do not belittle the Mujahidin and suggest that they were guided to Jihad by 

websites, this is belittling our scholars who are calling for the Ummah to rise (évoquer, augmenter, 

soulever) and respond to the call in Syria. 

 

Statement 3 - "That's why people like Facebook because you don't really have to face the truth" 

 

This is a statement that again is true yet works against him. As mentioned, he has a Facebook page 

but for some reason whenever people ask about his crimes of theft (vol) against the Muslim 

community that have been proven many times over, the person asking about it is blocked and his 

comment deleted. Until now Khalid Yassin has refused to address the reality of his crimes and his 

many lies about his fake TV channels that he used to swindle (escroquerie, escroquer) money from 

organisation all over the world. Perhaps that is why he does like Facebook, because he can simply 

delete what he likes from his page and not have to face the truth! 



 

Statement 4 - "If you don't have somebody to control you, to advise you, to set the parameters for 

you, you not going to make no jihad, you just going somewhere to get killed or to kill somebody, and 

you don't even know who to kill" 

 

Khalid Yassin suggests that in the case of Syria, those who do not have an adviser will not know who 

to kill. I ask then, and who will be the adviser? Will it be him? Can he teach us who to kill in Syria or 

does he not know himself? And if he does not know then why is he pretending that he is able to tell 

us what to do in relation to Syria? The reality is that once a person gets into Syria he will be trained, 

he will join battalions of fighters, he will be able to identify who the enemy is. How did Khalid Yassin 

come to this conclusion that a person will not know who the enemy is, unless he went there himself 

and found out or one of the Mujahidin told him? The reality is that he is simply trying to cast doubts 

(mettre en doute) about matters which he has no knowledge of! 

 

Statement 5 - "Just you wanna go somewhere and kill somebody, you wanna feel what it is to have 

on a military uniform, you wanna feel what it is to have a gun in your hands.. You gonna take pictures 

of yourself send it back to your homeboys and say 'Check me out'" 

 

These accusations are slanderous (diffamatoire, calomnieux) , he seems to have a very negative 

image in his mind of those who unlike him are ready and willing to go for Jihad in Syria. Why he 

depicts (dépeint) those who want to respond to the call of the Ummah as being vain and attention 

seeking is beyond (au-delà de) me. Out of the tens of thousands of Mujahidin in Syria right now who 

have traveled from abroad, most of whom are young men like Khalid Yassin is speaking about, how 

many has he seen doing these things which he describes? Or is it that he has simply invented this 

idea in his mind? 

 

I will tell you a real life story of a young brother who went to Syria. He was a friend that I knew from 

my home town, and I had heard that he had went to Egypt where I was working at the time. We 

spoke and I was happy to hear that I would soon see him in Cairo. However after some days I found 

that his phone was not connected and I could not reach him. Later I found out that he went to Syria 

to fight, and I swear (jurer) that he is better than me and you as he beat (battre, vaincre, frapper) us 

there. He went and told nobody, he did not send pictures to anybody, he did not boast (se vanter) to 

anybody, he went because of his love for Allah and the Ummah. He is now a martyr who died in the 

Path of Allah. 

 

Why does Khalid Yassin speak about imaginary stereotypes that he created in his mind, but does not 

tell us about the reality of these amazing Mujahidin and their selfless (désintéréssé, altruiste) 

sacrifices? Does he even know or does he not care? 

 

Statement 6 - "But the same young brothers, most of them when they left they didn't have a job. 

When they left they didn't finish school." 

 

This is perhaps the lowest (le plus bas) point of the speech where Khalid Yassin proves his ignorance 

about the Mujahidin in Syria.. How dare he claim that most of those who went to defend the Ummah 

were jobless? Out of those who I personally know who went ALL of them were hard-working people, 

one of whom was a bricklayer (maçon) who would be out in the hot sun working one of the toughest 

(le plus dur) jobs there is, yet Khalid Yassin prefers to make them out as lazy and jobless! O Khalid, 

these young men that you slander (calomnier) worked harder than you ever did, and they never lied 

and stole money from the Ummah unlike you! How dare you lie about them, yet refuse to face the 

Ummah and return the money that you stole from them?! Those young men are noble example 



whereas you are far from it! A slanderous thief (voleur) who dares to mock those who are now 

putting their life on the line for the defence of Muslim blood! 

 

As our dear teacher Shaykh Ahmad Musa Jibril quoted - "If the flesh (chair) of the 'Ulama is poisonous 

to eat [by slandering], then the smell (odeur) of a Mujahid's flesh is lethal (mortel), stay away from 

it!" 

 

Pay attention Khalid! You are lying about the Mujahidin and the Angels are recording your words and 

you will return to Allah to answer for these things! 

 

Statement 7 - "They left their mother, they left their sisters, they left their daughters and they left 

their wives, chasing (chasing : courir) something that they believe is a nostalgic dream called fighting 

in the way of Allah" 

 

Allah says in Surat At-Tawbah, "If your fathers, your sons, your brothers, your wives, your relatives, 

wealth which you have obtained, commerce wherein (où, dans lequel/laquelle) you fear decline, and 

dwellings (habitations, domiciles) with which you are pleased are more beloved to you than Allah and 

His Messenger and JIHAD in His cause, then wait until Allah executes His command" [9:24] 

 

These brothers are not chasing a dream O Khalid, rather you are the one chasing fantasies. They are 

responding to the call of Allah. 

 

Statement 8 - "The same brothers before they left, they was not able to get up for the Fajr prayer" 

 

Again more baseless slander. Where do you pull (tirer, sortir) this from Khalid? You have not said a 

single good word about these brothers who are the best of people on the face of this Earth, but you 

continue to lie and mock them and accuse them of not praying Fajr?! I pray that you are able to 

repent before death reaches you because I fear for the one who mocks the Mujahidin like you do.. 

 

Statement 9 - "If you sit in the club smoking that hubbly-bubbly (chichas ??) you can't get up for the 

Fajr" 

 

Can it get any worse (get any worse : s’empirer)? Now claiming that they missed Fajr prayer because 

they stayed up all night smoking sheesha? Khalid, you have a lot of repentance to make and a lot of 

apologising to do. 

 

Statement 10 - Advising the young Muslims in Europe that instead of going for Jihad, ""They need to 

serve their neighbourhood, they need to serve the society, because of the society and its institutions 

gave to you the freedom, the liberty, the resources, the education and all the things that you have 

living in Europe. You have to be grateful" 

 

Considering that the audience (public) was in Norway (Norvège) I will address Norway though (bien 

que, pourtant, cependant) many other European countries would be much the same. For those who 

do not know, Norway is an enemy of Islam and has troops in Afghanistan fighting the Muslims. It 

amazes me that at one point in his life Khalid Yassin was rightfully (à juste titre) praising (louer) the 

Taliban, yet now here he is telling Muslims to be grateful to Norway! They are the enemies of Islam, 

they deserve nothing of our gratitude! 

 

As Ibn Hazm said - "If he was there (in the lands of the kuffar) in opposition to the Muslims, aiding 

the disbelievers with some service or conscription, then he is a disbeliever. If he was only there to 



achieve (atteindre, réaliser, accomplir) some worldly (matériel, mondain) gain (un bien), and he 

becomes like a dhimmi to them [i.e. paying them taxes], while he is able to meet up with the Muslim 

majority and their land, then he is not far from disbelief and we do not see any excuse for him – and 

we ask Allah to mend (réparer, corriger, raccomoder) him." 

 

Living in Norway and paying taxes which then go to the Norwegian Army who kill Muslims is 

something that is either kufr or almost (presque) kufr, and this depends on the intention of the 

person. If they are content living there and paying taxes to them then this is almost certainly kufr, if 

they do so but want to leave then we pray that they are excused and forgiven. But for some reason 

Khalid Yassin prefers to tell them to be grateful to these enemies of Islam.. We have nothing to be 

grateful to them for, rather we are free from them and every believing Muslim must leave the lands of 

the kuffar and return to the lands of Islam. 

 

Statement 11 - "The issue is not Fardh Al-'Ayn, that's not even the issue, If you didn't use a phone, 

and you didn't use the radio, or you didn't have a newspaper, or you didn't have a computer, or is you 

didn't use a television, you wouldn't even (même pas) know what was going on in Syria, you'd be 

concerned about your own neighbourhoods" 

 

The issue is Fardh Al-'Ayn however the rest of what was said is very odd.. What is the point of saying 

this other than suggesting to us that we needn't worry about Syria? It suggests that the only reason 

why Syria is given prominence (proéminence, importance) is because of increased (accrue) 

communication, this of course is a lie. I first understood what was happening in Syria when I was told 

by a close friend that his uncle had been killed by Assad's forces. To suggest that Syria is only known 

to us because of the internet or TV is a lie, we as Muslims like throughout (tout au long, partout, 

entièrement) history respond to injustice wherever it may be. The Mamluks of Egypt marched out into 

Sham to fight the Mongols, they did not stay in Egypt looking after their own neighbourhood, rather 

they went out and defended the Ummah, because they knew if they did not stop that evil then the 

Mongols would kill Muslims and eventually reach Egypt to kill them too. 

 

We as Muslims are not just responding to remove Assad, rather we will not give up until we take all of 

Sham and plant the flag of Tawhid in Al-Quds. As for the communities that we left in Australia, 

Norway and elsewhere they mean nothing to us. We are obliged to leave them and go with our 

families to the lands of Islam, that is what we should be calling for, not to be grateful to the enemies 

of the Ummah and be content handing them our money to kill Muslims. 

 

Statement 12 - "We are not the champions of the world, and we are not the policeman of the world" 

 

In fact we are the champions of the world, we are the greatest of all people and yes we are 

commanded to act as the police who forbid evil to all of mankind, whether (que) you are aware of it 

or not. 

 

Allah says - "You are the best nation raised for mankind. You command what is right and forbid what 

is evil and believe in Allah." [3:110] 

 

We are specifically commanded to be the policemen of the world and yes we say proudly that we are 

the champions of the world. 

 

Statement 13 - "We are responsible you see, for ourselves, and our families, and what is outside of 

ourselves and our families and the resources that we have, we make du'a and our du'a is as effective 

(effectif, afficace) as anything else that we can do" 



 

Whoever claims that we are only responsible for our direct family but not for those outside of our 

family does not understand this religion. We as an Ummah are responsible for each other, regardless 

of blood relations. Me and you are directly responsible for Syria, and so much more (bien plus encore) 

considering that (étant donné que) we appear on TV channels and are looked up to for advice, we are 

more responsible than the others! To claim that anyone outside of our family only gets a du'a is 

something that is saddening to hear.. What will happen when someone comes asking for help but is 

not from our family, should we turn them away and say "Sorry, you only get a du'a, I am not 

responsible for you"? 

 

Du'a is the *least* that you can do. And if any Muslim is ready to fight and die for their family but not 

for the Muslims in Syria because they believe that they are 'not responsible' for them, then this is 

shameful and I am free from that person. We are One Ummah and the blood of a Muslim is sacred 

wherever they may be or whoever they are. The Muslims of Syria are no exception, their blood is OUR 

blood and it hurts us as much as if it were our own sons and daughters when we see them suffer. 

 

From the words of one of the heroes of our time, Imam Anwar Al-Awlaqi - "Don’t think that Allah will 

give you victory if you sit at home comfortable on your couch (canapé, divan, sofa) and just raise your 

hand and say; ‘Oh Allah give the Muslim Ummah victory.’ No, you have to stand up and do 

something!" 

 

Statement 14 - "There are many ways that we can address (Syria) that do not take us out of our own 

responsibility. We can get clothes, medicine, food, money, equipment, that's what we can do. Because 

the Prophet said "The person that supplies a Mujahid with a horse that they would get the same 

reward that the mujahid gets. So I think that we just need to think about the issue based upon 

priorities" 

 

SubhanAllah, is Syria not our number one priority?! Is it not the greatest issue that we face right now? 

What issue is it in a small Muslim family from Norway that is greater? I would love to know which 

single issue the Muslims of Norway are facing that surpasses that of Syria..!  

 

As for sending things to Syria this is a good start, I applaud you for at least telling people to send 

things like food and medicine, and I understand that it is hard in Europe and the West to directly ask 

people to send money to buy weapons (another reason to migrate). 

 

Statement 15 - "So therefore should not the young man who is living in this country or in America or 

whatever shouldn't they take the nasihah of a Wali ul-Amr, somebody who is responsible for the 

Muslims? I say yes. But if you don't want to do that just because in your mind you believe that its 

fardh al-'Ayn or fard al-kifayah or whatever case might be that you just act on it because that's how 

you feel I say that's one of our major problems that we are acting as individuals and we're not acting 

with nasihah and with shura." 

 

It seems that Khalid Yassin does not know that in the case that Jihad is Fardh al-'Ayn that permission 

is not needed from a Wali to go and fight. However, why should a Muslim who happens to live in the 

West need to get permission from a Wali in his country? This is problematic because first of all neither 

of them should be in Dar ul-Kufr in the first place, and second of all it is a crime in many Western 

countries to tell people to go for jihad in Syria, so why would you then expect such a leader to tell 

people to go when he knows he can be arrested and locked away for this? Ali At-Tamimi is in jail in 

the USA for life for telling Muslims to go to Afghanistan to fight. In Australia laws have been passed 

that anyone who suggests that a person go to Syria can be charged as a promoter of terrorism.  



 

Further to this is the point that those in the USA and Europe may know nothing about the situation in 

Syria, yet earlier in the talk he claimed that it is a must to ask a Wali in those lands whether or not to 

go.. This condition of asking a Wali is not from the Shari'ah so it cannot be called a 'must', and to 

further demand that the Wali be from Dar ul-Kufr is absurd. rather they should seek advice from those 

who know the situation, especially in Syria itself. 

 

Statement 16 - "So our niyyah should always be within the context of serving humanity, serving the 

issues of Islam, serving the Muslims, and if you wanna serve the Muslims the best Muslim to serve 

first (is) yourself" 

 

No, the best Muslim to serve is the one who is oppressed and in need and not ourselves. Muslims in 

the West are not in more need than those in Syria, does this really have to be explained? How can 

one claim that we need to serve humanity, but then claim that the best person to serve is their self? 

This makes no sense at all. I have no problem telling people to look after their selves, but we are not 

in need and the Muslims of Syria are! When the call for Jihad was made, none of the Sahaba stayed 

back and argued that they needed to 'look after their selves', they all went and fought and so too we 

should do in our days. The reality is that we are in need of what Jihad has to offer and we need to 

attain martyrdom just like anybody else, and this will not be achieved by sitting back. 

 

Statement 17 - "This is not the first time that Muslims killed other Muslims" 

 

This shows that Khalid Yassin does not understand the situation in Syria. It is Muslims fighting 

disbelievers. Unless he believes that Bashar Al-Assad and the Alawites are Muslims, and if this is so 

then he is very wrong indeed. 

 

Statement 18 - "Did 'Ali order the Muslims to make Jihad against other Muslims? No." 

 

This is absolutely incorrect. 'Ali did fight against other Muslims during his Khilafah and he commanded 

large armies who went and fought.  

 

Statement 19 - "I'm gonna kill them niggers. You know, Arab niggers, black niggers, white niggers, 

whatever king (kind?) of niggers they are" 

 

I really cannot understand this silly (stupide) and degrading (dégradant, avélissant, humiliant) 

comment. Why a person would say something so absurd is beyond me.. White niggers? 

 

Statement 20 - "You left the houses burning down and you gone way across town to put a fire out 

and your own house is on fire, that's my concern (préoccupation) " 

 

This is the problem with Khalid Yassin's ultimate point, that he equates (assimiler, égaliser, mettre sur 

le même pied) the situation in Europe with that of Syria and then suggests that the Muslims stay back 

in Europe and respond to the problems that they have there as they are more important. I'm sure that 

maybe in Norway the community has some problems, maybe the masjid needs new carpet or maybe 

Abdullah is struggling (a des difficultés à)  to find an after school job. But to compare that with Syria 

and to claim that they are the same by calling them both 'houses on fire'? This is not at all correct. 

200,000 dead, and you dare compare the 2? Muslims being buried (enterrés) alive because they 

refuse to worship other than Allah and you say that they are the same? Women and children being 

violated and killed and they are the same?? The Muslim in Norway are living in Jannah compared to 

the Hell that the Muslims in Syria are suffering under Bashar! To compare the 2 in any way as being 



similar is an insult! 

 

In conclusion, it is saddening to see these many errors and distortions from the talk, especially as 

many young Muslims look up to Khalid Yassin. Though the Qur'an praises the Mujahidin and the 

Prophet praises the Mujahidin and not a single bad word is said about them in Islam, Khalid Yassin 

managed to mock them and ridicule them and to not say a single good word about them. Not even 

calling them brave, instead he calls them jobless. Not even calling them sincere, instead he calls them 

uneducated. Not even acknowledging (reconnaître, admettre, confesser) that they are ready to 

sacrifice their lives for Allah and this Ummah instead suggesting that they are shirking (éviter de faire, 

ne pas faire) their responsibilities back in Europe or the West.. 

 

For anybody who attacks the young men who want to go fight in Syria, I can hope that this story that 

I share with you makes you understand that they are not like Khalid Yassin paints them to be. In 

Egypt, not long ago a brother who I know well and am very close to asked me for my thoughts on 

him going to Syria to go fight. I asked him why he wanted to go and he told me that he could not 

bare to see the Muslims suffer any longer while he sat back. I knew that his wife was pregnant and so 

I asked him about what he would do with his wife and baby child who was to be born, and he told me 

that his wife wants to come with him and fight alongside him (she was a muhajirah from another 

country who had come to live in Egypt). I asked him if he was ready to bring a young child and he 

said that both he and his wife were, and that even if she could not go that she gave him full 

permission to go and fight to protect the Muslims, and that she would stay back and survive with his 

parents in Egypt. I asked him if he could accept that, and if she would be fine and he said that he 

could accept it and he would make sure that she was looked after. I continued to ask him about his 

preparations and what he knew about Syria and he answered everything by showing that he had 

prepared as best he could and wanted to go and fight as soon as possible. I asked him if he was 

ready to die, and he smiled and said that he cannot wait to gain shahadah in the path of Allah. 

 

The story of this brother is like that of so many others I knew or heard of. They are brave heroes, as 

are all of those Mujahidin in Syria. Anybody who wishes to mock them and degrade them is mocked 

and degraded their self.. The Mujahdin in Syria and all lands are heroes today and I love them more 

than any of the people I have ever met. They have put their lives on the line while some of us do 

nothing but wave our tongues and hands around while mocking those who Allah loves. 

 

This is a reminder for us as an Ummah to be wary (prudent, vigilent) of who we listen to and seek 

advice from. There are speakers out there who have fought, Abdur-Raheem Green went to 

Afghanistan and fought in Jihad for example, and he is not a man known to mock the Mujahidin. 

There are others who do not want their names to be known, and there are others waiting to go and 

have the intention. I love all of them, even the ones who intend to go but have not. However when I 

see someone mocking the Mujahidin and calling people away from Jihad I am sorry to say that my 

respect for them diminishes quickly, if not disappears completely. 

 

Khalid Yassin, you have disappointed (déçu) me and many others. Repent from these things you have 

said and stand up like a man and call the people to what is right! if you do not, then I can only warn 

you that you will be humiliated by Allah, as the words of our Prophet tell us, that whoever abandons 

Jihad then Allah will humiliate him. Take back your words and tell the youth that the best thing they 

can be is a Mujahid in the path of Allah, and that martyrdom is the greatest thing they can earn. if 

you do so, I will love you for Allah's sake. If you do not, then wait for Allah's command to be 

executed. 


